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High energy resolution core-level X-ray spectroscopy
for electronic and structural characterization of
osmium compounds

Kirill A. Lomachenko,ab Claudio Garino,*a Erik Gallo,ac Diego Gianolio,d

Roberto Gobetto,a Pieter Glatzel,c Nikolay Smolentsev,b Grigory Smolentsev,e

Alexander V. Soldatov,b Carlo Lambertia and Luca Salassaf

A comprehensive study of the bulk solid OsCl3 and the molecular ion [Os(bpy)2(CO)Cl]+ is presented

illustrating the application of RIXS and HERFD XANES spectroscopies to the investigation of both bulk

materials and molecular complexes. In order to analyze the experimental results, DFT simulations were

performed taking into account spin–orbit interaction. Calculations for both compounds resulted in good

agreement with the experimental RIXS and HERFD XANES data, shedding light on the details of their

local atomic and electronic structure. In particular, the spatial distribution of molecular orbitals was

obtained, which allowed the determination of the origin of the absorption peaks. It was shown that

for materials containing heavy atoms, only the application of advanced RIXS and HERFD XANES spectro-

scopies makes it possible to extract the information on local atomic and electronic structure details from

XANES data.

Introduction

Resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS), synonymously called
in the literature resonant X-ray emission spectroscopy (RXES), has
proven to be an effective tool for the determination of the local
atomic and electronic structure of various chemical systems. This
technique was successfully used for the study of bulk materials,
nanoparticles and molecular metal complexes.1–4 Being element-
selective, RIXS provides specific information on both occupied
and unoccupied orbitals with contributions from the probed atom
(e.g. the metal ion in a metal complex). The two-photon RIXS
process consists of the promotion of a core electron to an
unoccupied orbital above the Fermi level as a result of the X-ray
photon absorption and consequent filling of the core vacancy
by one of the electrons from higher-lying energy levels, which
is accompanied by the emission of a fluorescence photon.5

Depending on the origin of this radiative transition, valence-
to-core and core-to-core RIXS are distinguished. In the former,
the core hole is filled by electrons from the valence band
(or valence orbitals in case of molecular systems), which results
in energy transfer of the order of several eV. This makes
valence-to-core RIXS a tool to study electronic transitions
similar to UV-Vis spectroscopy, although RIXS is sensitive to
d–d transitions, while in UV-Vis such transitions are generally
dipole forbidden and hence very weak. In the case of core-to-core
RIXS, the vacancy is filled as a result of transitions from a core level
with higher energy. Core-to-core RIXS data are invaluable for
clear understanding of the origin of pre-edge features, analyzing
multiplet effects, and obtaining high resolution absorption
spectra. Experimentally, RIXS data are collected by scanning
both the incident X-ray energy (O) by means of the monochromator,
and the energy of emitted radiation (o), employing the analyzer
crystals. Resultant two-dimensional intensity distributions (RIXS
maps) are plotted versus the incident energy and the energy
transfer (i.e. O � o). Tuning the analyzer crystals to select only
those fluorescence photons whose energy corresponds to the
maximum intensity of a particular emission line and scanning the
incident energy results in the high energy resolution fluorescent
detection X-ray absorption near edge structure (HERFD XANES)
spectra.6–8

The resolution gain of HERFD XANES over standard total
fluorescence yield (TFY) XANES is higher for the measurement
of heavy elements such as rare-earth and 5d metals. In particular,
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the osmium 2p3/2 level has a width of 5.16 eV,9 which makes the
conventional L3-edge spectra very broad, almost featureless and
therefore hardly informative. As a result, there are very few
studies which apply XANES to Os compounds. Most of them are
carried out in the field of geochemistry, addressing almost exclu-
sively the energy and intensity of the L3-edge main peak,10–13 the
so-called white line.8 Recent studies, in which osmium complexes
are found to show very promising results as potential anti-
cancer drugs and dyes for dye-sensitized solar cells employ
mostly optical spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction techniques for
characterization.14–18 Here we illustrate the advantages of RIXS and
HERFD XANES spectroscopies for the study of osmium compounds
on the example of osmium trichloride, OsCl3 (1) and bis(2,2 0-
bipyridine)carbonylchloroosmium(II) ion, [Os(bpy)2(CO)Cl]+ (2).
Combined with DFT calculations, spectroscopic data serve as a
probe for the quality of the calculated geometry and electronic
structure of the compounds under study.

Materials and methods
Experimental section

Experimental HERFD XANES and TFY XANES spectra of Os
L3-edge in compounds 1 and 2 together with the corresponding
RIXS maps were collected on the high brilliance X-ray spectro-
scopy beamline ID26 at the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility (ESRF). Recording the corresponding core-to-core RIXS
maps prior to measuring high resolution XANES is always
necessary in order to check the origin of new peaks which
can appear in HERFD spectra and be absent in the standard TFY
ones. If this initial control is not performed, spectral features
can be erroneously assigned to the increase of the resolution,
whereas in fact they might be the result of the off-diagonal
multiplet states.19

Compound 1 was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and measured
as powder, while complex 2 with a [PF6]� counter ion was pre-
pared as previously reported20 and its measurements were
carried out both in solid phase and in acetone solution. XANES
spectra were obtained as an average of several consecutive
scans, thus allowing the monitoring of radiation damage.
Solution measurements were performed in thin capillaries,
moved under the beam in order to prevent any possible radia-
tion damage occurring under prolonged exposure. For both
solid and solution RIXS measurements, the absence of damage
was verified by the lack of changes in the XANES spectra
measured before and after the map acquisition.

Core-to-core RIXS maps were measured around the Os La1

emission line. High resolution XANES spectra were collected
detecting only photons, whose energy corresponded to the
maximum intensity of this emission line. For the incident
radiation a flat double crystal Si (111) monochromator was
used. Its energy resolution for osmium L3 edge (10 871 eV) was
1.5 eV. As analyzer crystals, two Ge (100) (800 reflection) with
1.1 eV resolution were employed in vertical Rowland geometry.
The crystals were spherically bent following the Johann scheme
to focus fluorescent radiation on the APD detector. The current
in the storage ring was about 200 mA, which resulted in a flux

on the sample of around 5 � 1013 photons per second. The
beam size on the sample was around 0.8 mm by 0.2 mm.

Theory

In order to refine the structure of the studied compounds, geo-
metry optimization was performed by means of density func-
tional theory (DFT). For (1), the periodic code BAND201221–23

was used together with the TZP basis set,24 the scalar ZORA
formalism25–27 and the PBE functional.28 For further calcula-
tion of XANES and RIXS, the Os4Cl12 cluster was cut from the
bulk structure. The optimization of the structure of 2 was
carried out by the ADF2010 package29–31 using the TZ2P basis set
and the scalar ZORA approach. A set of popular GGA functionals
including PBE, BLYP (Becke exchange32 with LYP correlation33) and
OPBE (OPTX exchange34 with PBE correlation) was employed, as a
reasonable compromise between the fast but not always accurate
local density approximation35 and the computationally demanding
hybrid functionals. Ground state spin multiplicities of both
compounds were set to 1. The nature of the stationary points
was confirmed by the normal-mode analysis. The three above
mentioned GGA functionals were used in XANES calculations for
both compounds. One of the most popular hybrids, B3LYP,33,36

was reported to provide poor results modeling the absorption
spectra of similar systems with ADF201037 and therefore was not
employed in the current work.

Depending on the strength of the multiplet effects in the
system, the adequate theoretical treatment should be chosen.
In the case of shallow 2p core levels of 3d transition metals,
they are very pronounced and therefore cannot be neglected.
Among the approaches to analyze these transitions is the
charge transfer multiplet (CTM) method developed by de Groot
et al.,38,39 the ab initio CTM by Tanaka et al.,40 and the
configuration interaction (CI) schemes, namely by Haverkort
et al.41 and Bagus et al.42 However, these methods either
contain many empirical parameters or are very costly in terms of
CPU time which generally limits their application to very small
systems with high symmetry. A new DFT/ROCIS approach which
combines the relatively high speed of DFT calculations and the
accurate treatment of the multiplets possible with CI was pre-
sented recently by Neese’s group.43 The first results obtained for
both molecules44 and large solid state systems45 were promising,
but nonetheless it is evident that taking full account of the
multiplet effects in L2,3-edges of 3d transition metals is still a very
challenging task. In the L2,3-edges of 4d and, primarily, 5d metals,
multiplet effects are known to be much less pronounced,46 and
can consequently be neglected in the first approximation. There-
fore, a single-electron transition approximation generally yields
good results when applied for such systems.47,48

Calculation of HERFD XANES spectra was performed using
two different tools. The first was the well-established FDMNES
code,49,50 which solves the Schrödinger equation on a discrete
grid of points by the finite difference method. The code uses the
Hedin and Lundqvist exchange–correlation model and allows
the calculations to be performed without any restrictions for the
shape of the potential, which is often of particular importance
for molecules and structures with cavities and channels.
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The second approach was based on the molecular orbital
data, computed by ADF as a result of all-electron single point
calculations. Molecular orbitals of interest were projected onto
the three-dimensional cubic grid centered on the absorbing
atom. For the L3 edge XANES, these were four 2p3/2 orbitals and
several hundred unoccupied orbitals above the LUMO. The
spectrum was formed as a result of the calculation of dipole
matrix elements for transitions between the occupied and
unoccupied orbitals:

IXASL3
�
X4
k¼1

XLUMOþN

j¼LUMO

fj d̂
���
���ik

D E���
���2 (1)

where d̂ is the dipole operator, i and f are core and unoccupied
orbitals, respectively, k specifies four Os 2p3/2 orbitals and j
runs over N unoccupied orbitals above the LUMO. N is typically
of the order of several hundred, depending on the chosen basis
set and the energy range to be calculated.

Numerical integration was performed by a separate in-house
program.51 The parameters of the grid are mainly defined by
the distribution of core orbitals, since they are much more
localized than the unoccupied ones and therefore determine the
decay of the matrix element integral. For the osmium compounds
under study, convergence was reached for the grid with the edge
length of 0.5 Å and a linear density of 60 points per Ångström.
These parameters were used for all the calculations presented.
In both theoretical approaches the arctangent energy-dependent
broadening was applied to the initially obtained discrete spectra
in order to match the resolution of experimental data.

Single-point calculations were performed with already opti-
mized structures. In the case of 1, calculations using OPBE,
BLYP and PBE were performed on the same geometry, whereas
for 2 the functional employed for each single point calculation
was the one adopted for geometry optimization of the corre-
sponding structure. In order to take into account relativistic
effects and spin–orbit interaction, the two-component ZORA
approximation was applied.

Core-to-core RIXS maps were calculated using ADF molecular
orbitals as input, similarly to HERFD XANES: numerical values
of Os 2p3/2, 3d5/2 and unoccupied orbitals were projected on the
cubic grid around the osmium atom and then L3 XANES and La1

XES spectra were calculated. For the latter, the following expres-
sion was used:

IXESLa1 �
X4
k¼1

X6
j¼1

fk d̂
���
���ij

D E���
���2 (2)

where d̂ is the dipole operator, and i and f are Os 3d5/2 and 2p3/2

orbitals respectively.
XANES and XES spectra for each of the 2p3/2 orbitals were

then inserted in the formula52 derived from the Krammers–
Heisenberg equation53,54 neglecting the interference and multiplet
effects:

FðO;oÞ ¼
X4
k¼1

ð
e

IkXESLa1ðeÞIkXASL3
ðeþ O� oÞ

ðe� oÞ2 þ
G2
2p

4

de (3)

Here G2p is the lifetime broadening of the Os 2p3/2 level, O and
o are energies of incoming and fluorescent radiation respec-
tively, k enumerates Os 2p3/2 orbitals.

Results and discussion

The structures of 1 and 2 are schematically depicted in Fig. 1,
while the computed structural parameters are presented in
Table 1. In total, four different geometries were obtained (one
for compound 1 and three for complex 2). For compound 1, the
first coordination shell of Os consists of six Cl atoms in the
slightly distorted octahedral geometry, while the second shell is
formed by three Os atoms. Complex 2 also contains a six-
neighbored Os atom, although its nearest coordination is much
more distorted, comprising four nitrogens as well as chloride
and carbonyl ligands. Optimization using different functionals
yields similar results and in most cases the optimized bond
lengths are in agreement with the X-ray diffraction structure.55

A systematic difference found is the increase of the C–H bond
lengths from 0.93 Å (experimental) to 1.09 Å (calculation),
which is not surprising since hydrogen positions are hard to
extract from X-ray diffraction data. Complex 2 with triflate as a
counter ion was reported by Croce et al.56 and no significant
structural differences from the complex with hexafluorophosphate
were indicated. Due to this fact and taking into account the rather

Fig. 1 Structures of OsCl3 (a) and [Os(bpy)2(CO)Cl]+ (b) used for calculations of
XANES. For the optimized distances of both structures see Table 1.

Table 1 Values of structural parameters for OsCl3 and [Os(bpy)2(CO)Cl]+

OsCl3

Parameter PBE

Os–Cl (Å) 2.38
Os–Os (Å) 3.39
Cl–Os–ClJ (deg) 178.8
Cl–Os–Cl> (deg) 89.0–90.7

[Os(bpy)2(CO)Cl]+

Parameter XRD OPBE BLYP PBE

Os–N1 (Å) 2.07 2.07 2.12 2.09
Os–N2 (Å) 2.08 2.06 2.12 2.08
Os–N3 (Å) 2.08 2.13 2.18 2.15
Os–N4 (Å) 2.07 2.03 2.08 2.05
Os–C (Å) 1.79 1.84 1.88 1.87
Os–Cl (Å) 2.32 2.35 2.42 2.39
C–H (Å) 0.93 1.09 1.09 1.09
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large distance between the metal center and the counter ion,
we did not include the latter in the structure optimization and
XANES and RIXS simulation.

The experimental Os La1 RIXS maps of the two compounds
are reported in the top part of Fig. 2. The absence of non-
diagonal peaks on the RIXS maps suggests a relatively small
role of multiplet effects in the absorption process for these
5d-metal systems, justifying the choice of single-electron tran-
sition approximation for theoretical modeling of RIXS maps
and HERFD XANES spectra. The simulated RIXS maps for both
compounds under study are shown in the bottom part of Fig. 2.
The map for 1 was calculated using the electronic structure
obtained with a BLYP functional, whereas for 2 the OPBE
one was employed since these functionals showed the best
performance in XANES simulations for the corresponding
structures (vide infra). The theoretical maps exhibit a good
qualitative agreement with the experiment, correctly reproducing
the shape of the maxima.

An experimental HERFD XANES spectrum corresponds to
a diagonal cut through the RIXS plane where the axes are
incident photon energy and energy transfer.57 The later is
the difference between the energies of incident and emitted
radiation (O � o).

The experimental HERFD and TFY spectra, together with
theoretical HERFD spectra of 1 are presented in Fig. 3. Compared
to TFY XANES, the high resolution XANES spectrum is much
more informative, since the peaks are much sharper. Particularly,
peak B is fully resolved and its position and intensity can be
assessed unambiguously. The best agreement with the experi-
ment is demonstrated by FDMNES. However, all the spectra
simulated with ADF also correspond well to the experiment and
are very close to each other. Among them, the energy distance
between A and B peaks is most adequately reproduced by the
BLYP functional, although all ADF HERFD XANES spectra show
somewhat lower absorption in the higher energy region compared
to the experimental data.

HERFD and TFY XANES spectra for the complex 2 were
measured both in solid state and in acetone solution. The
spectra showed similar features, so it is possible to infer that
the method is sensitive only to the nearest coordination of the
Os atom and that the molecular structure does not experience
any significant modifications in this region upon crystallization.
Theoretical spectra for 2 were calculated for the three different
geometries obtained with different functionals. The results of
calculations are presented in Fig. 4 together with the experi-
mental data for the sample in solution. Similarly to the case
of osmium trichloride, the HERFD method allows recording
considerably sharper spectra. Since the difference in structural
parameters obtained by different exchange–correlation func-
tionals is not very large, the difference in the theoretical spectra,
calculated by each method is minor as well. The best agreement
is achieved for the calculations performed by FDMNES using the

Fig. 2 Experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) La1 RIXS maps of OsCl3 and
[Os(bpy)2(CO)Cl]+.

Fig. 3 Experimental and theoretical XANES spectra of Os L3-edge in OsCl3.
Spectra are shifted along the vertical axis for the sake of clarity.
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geometry computed with BLYP and OPBE functionals. Among
the spectra, computed by ADF the best agreement is achieved
with the OPBE functional, albeit the shape of peak B is some-
what different from the experimental one. The spectra obtained
by ADF using the geometries computed with BLYP and parti-
cularly PBE are visibly different from the experiment regarding
both relative intensities and energies of the peaks. Quantitative
data for the energy splitting of peaks A and B for the two
compounds are presented in Table 2, confirming the qualita-
tive observations.

Overall, the specialized FDMNES code allows a better agree-
ment with the experiment to be reached compared to ADF when
it is applied for the simulation of L3-edge HERFD XANES of
osmium compounds. However, ADF ground state DFT calculations

have the advantage of being less computationally demanding
and provide a more precise determination of the Fermi level.
FDMNES as well as full multiple scattering codes, such as FEFF,58

makes a rather rough estimation of the Fermi energy and intro-
duces a parameter, which defines the border between occupied
and unoccupied states. Variation of this parameter has a strong
influence on the white line intensity and sometimes on its shape.
Conversely, the approach based on molecular orbitals does not
have this ambiguity since the discrete orbitals have well defined
occupations. Moreover, in all-electron calculations, ADF allows
analyzing core orbitals, which makes possible the simulation of
core-to-core RIXS. The use of a general-purpose DFT code for
HERFD XANES computing allows for direct assignment of
spectral features. Electronic transitions contributing to the
spectrum of 2 together with the most important molecular
orbitals calculated with the OPBE functional are presented in
Fig. 5. Transitions forming the white line (MOs from 1 to 18)
originate mostly from the molecular orbitals situated on the
osmium atom and carbonyl or chloride ligands. Bipyridine ligands
show almost no contribution, while being the main source of
intensity for the second peak (MOs 19–38). Such selectivity creates
perspective for using HERFD XANES as a probe for ligand environ-
ment of osmium, similarly to X-ray emission spectroscopy59 and
K-pre-edge XANES spectroscopy for 3d transition metals.60 Spatial
distributions of molecular orbitals computed with BLYP functional
for 1 are presented in Fig. 6. They suggest that only the absorbing
osmium atom and the nearest chlorides contribute to the intensity
of the white line while the second peak originates also from the
atoms of the second and third coordination spheres.

The influence of the inclusion of a core hole into the calcula-
tion of RIXS and XANES is widely discussed in the literature.
Kas et al. have demonstrated that these effects are of importance

Fig. 4 Experimental and theoretical XANES spectra of the Os L3-edge in [Os(bpy)2(CO)Cl]+ calculated for OPBE (a), BLYP (b) and PBE (c) geometries. Spectra are shifted
along the vertical axis for the sake of clarity.

Table 2 Splitting between peaks A and B for experimental and theoretical
HERFD XANES spectra of OsCl3 and [Os(bpy)2(CO)Cl]+

OsCl3

Geometry Electronic structure A–B splitting (eV)

Experiment 10.2

OPBE

FDMNES 10.00
ADF OPBE 9.60
ADF BLYP 9.90
ADF PBE 9.61

[Os(bpy)2(CO)Cl]+

Experiment 8.6
OPBE FDMNES 8.34
OPBE ADF OPBE 8.04
BLYP FDMNES 8.42
BLYP ADF BLYP 7.64
PBE FDMNES 7.59
PBE ADF PBE 7.64
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for Ti Ka, Kb and Kvalence RIXS in TiO2.61 The FEFF 9 code used
in their work allows simulating the core hole using different
approaches, such as final state rule and random phase approxi-
mation.62 However, depending on the element and the absorp-
tion edge, the strength of core–hole effects may vary. Recently,
good results were reported by Alperovich et al. for DFT XANES
simulations of Ru L2,3 edges in various molecular complexes
completely neglecting the core–hole.48,63 Our present results
confirm the applicability of ground state DFT calculations with
the complete neglect of the core hole for osmium compounds.

First derivatives of the experimental data and theoretical
spectra calculated by ADF with a BLYP functional for 1 and

OPBE for 2 are presented in Fig. 7. Theoretical spectra are
equally scaled and shifted along the energy axis. Analysis of the
white line position for the two compounds under study shows
that the edge energy of 1 is 1.6 eV lower than the one of 2,
measured as the distance between the inflection points, i.e. first
derivative maxima. Such shift is opposite to what could be
generally expected, since the oxidation state of Os is III in 1 and II
in 2. However, formal oxidation state does not always correspond
to the actual charge distribution around the particular atom and,
therefore, cannot be unambiguously related to the shift of
the absorption edge, as was demonstrated on the example of
chromium and manganese K-edges in various compounds.64,65

Fig. 5 Electronic transitions contributing to the HERFD XANES spectrum of [Os(bpy)2(CO)Cl]+. The most intense transitions are highlighted and the spatial distribution
of the corresponding molecular orbitals is presented on the left (for the main peak) and on the right (for the second peak) of the graph.

Fig. 6 Electronic transitions contributing to the HERFD XANES spectrum of OsCl3. The most intense transitions are highlighted and the spatial distribution of the
corresponding molecular orbitals is presented on the left (for the main peak) and on the right (for the second peak) of the graph.
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Moreover, the study of iridium complexes by Choy et al.66 shows
that L edges may exhibit significant shifts as well within the
same formal oxidation state depending on the local environment
of the absorbing atom. A similar effect was observed by Glatzel
et al.67 in the Pt L3-edge spectra of potassium chloroplatinates
K2PtIICl4 and K2PtIVCl6. In such cases, edges of both conven-
tional TFY and HERFD XANES spectra were strongly redshifted
for the compound with higher formal oxidation state of platinum.
W and Re L2,3 valence-to-core RIXS maps of various oxides
reported by Smolentsev et al.1 also suggest that the spectral shape
is predominantly determined by the atomic structure. Present
results on Os compounds confirm that in this case the edge shifts
mainly due to the different ligands and symmetry of the metal
site. Therefore, the difference in coordination environment of the
osmium atom has more influence on the edge position than the
difference in oxidation state.

Conclusions

Large lifetime broadening of Os 2p orbitals makes conventional
L-edge XANES spectroscopy hardly suitable for the study of
osmium compounds. However, combining X-ray absorption
and emission spectroscopy it is possible to reduce the apparent
spectral broadening and obtain better resolved spectral features.
We have demonstrated here that this approach allows obtaining
informative HERFD XANES spectra of Os compounds in both
solid and liquid state. Structural models of the studied com-
pounds were refined by the ADF code within DFT formalism.
HERFD XANES spectra and RIXS maps were calculated. Specia-
lized XANES code FDMNES and the versatile DFT package ADF
both were able to achieve a fair level of agreement with the
experiment. Notably, the possibility to obtain good agreement
between experiment and DFT simulation results allows employing
HERFD XANES and RIXS as quality criteria for the calculated
electronic structure which can as well be used to obtain the

insight into the origin of various chemical properties of the
compounds under study. It was demonstrated that for materials
containing heavy atoms such as osmium, the use of advanced
RIXS and HERFD XANES spectroscopies makes the extraction of
electronic and structural information considerably more reliable
compared to the conventional XANES data.
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